CLOUD SECURITY
Common concerns. Safeguarded solutions.

Why not cloud?

52% of enterprises are NOT moving to the cloud because of security concerns.1,2

41% Data Privacy and Security
35% Access and Control
32% Auditing and Compliance
26% Control of Data

SoftLayer and Intel offer a solution for those cloud security concerns: SoftLayer bare metal servers with Intel® Trusted Execution Technology (Intel® TXT).

Security. Starting at the bare metal.

57% of enterprises are concerned with protecting layers below the operating system (BIOS, Firmware, Hypervisor).3

Learn More
www.softlayer.com/intel-txt

Data Privacy and Security
Your workloads only migrate to servers with known integrity established by a hardware root of trust (Intel® TXT).

Data Residency Control
Ensure that only approved geographies are used for running sensitive workloads and decrypting sensitive data.

Audiiting & Compliance
Enables automated auditing and reporting to provide evidence-based compliance.
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